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Why Study Grammar?

We study grammar because we wish to master language, and language cannot be easily 
mastered without grammar. Grammar is the study of what makes language work—the way 
letters form words, the way words form sentences, the way sentences express human thought.

An educated person wants to understand the rich variety of human thought enshrined in 
language of all sorts—books from yesterday and the last millennium, books in English and 
books in other languages as well. An educated person also yearns to express himself clearly, 
accurately, and completely. It is the study of grammar that yields the capacity to do this, and 
the student who sees the connection between the study of grammar and the mastery of lan-
guage will study grammar with zeal.

Learning Grammar, Teaching Grammar

We have designed Well-Ordered Language (WOL) with the understanding that many 
teachers who will use this book don’t know grammar as well as they would like. As a result, 
we have created a rich teacher’s edition that will enable teachers to review and deepen their 
own understanding of grammar even as they teach students.

We have also worked to provide a clear, incremental presentation of grammar in this se-
ries that includes plenty of illustrations, practice, and review. For example, in each chapter, 
students will memorize through song clear definitions of relevant grammatical concepts. 
Helpful analogies and attractive graphical illustrations at the beginning of each chapter in-
troduce and complement the concepts in the chapter. Students also will discover emerging 
from the sentence exercises a story that features characters who appear throughout the text 
and in the graphical illustrations.

Effective Teaching Methods

The series employs an innovative choral analysis method that makes learning enjoyable 
and permanent. With clear guidance from the teacher’s edition, instructors will easily be 
able to lead students through the choral analysis of grammar, and through this analysis, 
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students will see grammar embodied in the sentences they study. The program has been 
layered concept on concept, an approach that aids students in seeing and experiencing how 
a well-ordered language works and how it increases their understanding and enjoyment of 
literature, stories, and poetry.

Learning with Delight

We think that the right study of grammar should lead to delight. The traditional study of 
grammar should be more than mere rote memorization of rules; it must also include op-
portunities for students to engage language in works of literature and human expression. 
As students acquire a greater capacity to understand language and use it effectively them-
selves, they will experience joy and delight. This is one reason we have included for gram-
matical study beautiful poetry and excerpts from great literature. Students will see that 
their ongoing study of grammar will open up a deeper understanding of beautiful literature 
that both instructs and delights.

Compelling Need

In this cultural moment, there is a desperate need for language that is well ordered. To-
day’s discourse is often filled with ambiguity, equivocation, and crudeness. Those who have 
mastered a well-ordered language not only will stand out as eloquent and clear but also will 
be able to say well what they mean and to say what others will heed. It will be those with a 
command of language who will be able to mine the wisdom of the past and to produce elo-
quence in the future.

Ongoing Support

We have created not only a series of texts but a constellation of products that will help 
teachers to use WOL effectively. Visit our website at ClassicalAcademicPress.com for ad-
ditional support for using WOL, including video training (featuring author Tammy Peters), 
downloadable PDF documents, and other resources.

Thank you for joining us in this most important work of restoring a well-ordered lan-
guage for the next generation!
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The Well-Ordered Language series is designed to be flexible, adaptable, and practical. Depending 
on her needs, the teacher can modify lessons to meet particular classroom expectations. The follow-
ing options for teaching each chapter assume a 30–40 minute period.

Option A  
(4 times per week)

Option B  
(3 times per week)

Option C  
(5 times, one week)

W
ee

k 
O

ne

Day One
◊  Chapter Introduction
◊  Introductory Lesson
◊  Introductory Practice

Day One
◊  Chapter Introduction
◊  Introductory Lesson
◊  Introductory Practice

Day One
◊  Chapter Introduction
◊  Introductory Lesson
◊  Introductory Practice

Day Two
◊  Lessons to Learn A
◊  Lessons to Practice A

Day Two
◊  Lessons to Learn A
◊  Lessons to Practice A

Day Two
◊  Lessons to Learn A
◊  Lessons to Practice A

Day Three
◊  Lessons to Learn B
◊  Lessons to Practice B

Day Three
◊  Lessons to Learn B
◊  Lessons to Practice B

Day Three
◊  Lessons to Learn B
◊  Lessons to Practice B

Day Four
◊ Fable*
◊  Fable Sentences (PDF)

Day Four
◊  Lessons to Learn C
◊  Lessons to Practice C

Day Five
◊ Quiz (PDF)

W
ee

k 
Tw

o

Day Five
◊  Lessons to Learn C
◊  Lessons to Practice C

Day Four
◊ Lessons to Learn C
◊ Lessons to Practice C or
◊  Lessons to Learn—Review
◊  Lessons to Practice—

Review

Day Six
◊  Lessons to Learn—

Review
◊  Lessons to Practice—

Review

Day Five
◊  Lessons to Learn—Review
◊  Lessons to Practice—

Review or
◊  Fable*/Fable Sentences 

(PDF)

Day Seven
◊  Poem*/Poem Activity or
◊  Practice Sheet (PDF)

Day Six
◊ Quiz (PDF)

Day Eight
◊ Quiz (PDF)

Lesson–Planning Options

*The fables for chapters 
1, 3, 5, 6, 7, and 8 can be 
found in the download-
able PDF. The poems for 
chapters 2 and 4 can be 
found in the PDF.
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Do you have a favorite word? Most people have favorite words just as they have favorite 
numbers or colors. So, what is yours?

Maybe it is an exceedingly (very) long word that your friends don’t know. Maybe you just 
like the way its sound rolls off your tongue. Maybe you use it as often as you can, or maybe 
you save it for special occasions.

We want to share one of our favorite words with you. You probably know what it means 
already, but you may not have thought of it as an exceptional word. Probably few people 
would name it as a favorite because it seems so ordinary. It is far from ordinary though. The 
word is . . . analyze.

One reason we love the word analyze is because it has interesting grandparents. Its roots 
are Greek: ana meaning “up, throughout” and lusis meaning “unloose, release, set free.” 
When you analyze something, you break it up into its parts and set them free!

Great thinkers are great analyzers.

Scientists who study bugs are called entomologists. They analyze insects by dissecting 
them. Sports analysts watch freeze frames of each motion of a single play in football to 
make sure the referee applied the rules correctly. Detectives analyze every inch of a crime 
scene, inspecting it for clues. These great thinkers are curious about what is inside an insect, 
a play, or even a crime.

Great thinkers are always curious. For them, analysis is an adventure.

You are a curious child, and your adventure in this book will be learning how to analyze 
sentences. You will take them apart, unloose their knots, and dissect them. Step by step you 
will learn the special function of each part of language.

Understanding the parts of something—whether you are a student, scientist, sports 
analyst, or detective—leads to appreciating the whole thing even more. Once you break 
something apart, it is natural and right that you should put it back together again. If you 
take apart a clock to see how it works, you will want to reassemble it so you don’t miss din-
nertime. Learning how to analyze sentences makes you more skilled at constructing them 
too, both in your writing and in your speaking.

The parts of language are words, and words are wonderful.

Introduction to Students

ix
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Sometimes teachers need substitutes. Have you ever come to school 

and discovered your teacher was sick and someone else was standing in 
for her? You know that the substitute is not your “real” teacher, but you 
also know that he replaces your teacher and has the authority to teach 
the class. He is acting in her absence. He takes her place. Having a substi-
tute teacher can be an interesting change from the way things are usually 
done in your classroom, but for the most part it makes little difference 
whether your teacher is the regular one or a substitute. They both do the 
same work in the classroom, and they follow the same rules.

Sometimes substitutes are needed when baking. What if you were 
baking your favorite treat—chocolate chip cookies—to share at school 
on your birthday, but one of your friends really doesn’t like chocolate? 
In some of the cookies, you could substitute raisins for chocolate chips. 
All the treats on the serving plate are still cookies, but there is an assort-
ment, or variety, to choose from. Similarly, when you substitute pronouns 
for nouns, you add variety to your sentences.

Pronouns■ in a sentence are like substitute teachers in a classroom 
or substitute ingredients in a recipe—they can replace, or stand in for 
something. They are used to replace, or stand in for, nouns. Pronouns 
follow the same rules and behave just like nouns whether they are sub-
jects or direct objects. Like substitute teachers in the classroom, pro-
nouns do the same work in the sentence as the nouns they replace. Like 
raisins in a chocolate chip cookie recipe, pronouns also add a little vari-
ety to sentences.

Object Pronouns

Chapter

To the Source:
  pronoun

The word pronoun 
comes from the Latin 
word pronomen, 
which literally means 
“in place of a noun.” 
Pro means “in place 
of” and nomen 
means “name” or 
“noun.”
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Ideas to Understand
There are several types of pronouns, all of which are used in place of 

nouns. You have already learned about personal subject pronouns (see 
WOL1A chapter 7). You’ve also heard of the type of pronoun we’re going 
to focus on in this chapter: the object pronoun. An object pronoun is a 
personal pronoun that is used in the place of a direct object (or object of 
the preposition).

In the novel Charlotte’s Web, E.B. White uses the object pronoun it in 
place of the word egg when the rat, Templeton, asks for the goose and 
gander’s (male goose) extra “dud” egg:

“What are you going to do with it?” continued Templeton, 
his little round beady eyes fixed on the goose. 
 “You can have it,” replied the goose. “Roll it away and add 
it to that nasty collection of yours.”1

Templeton’s question, “What are you going to do with it?” includes 
the object pronoun it as the object of the preposition with. (With it is a 
prepositional phrase. You will learn about prepositional phrases in chap-
ter 3.) The goose’s answer, “You can have it,” uses the object pronoun it 
as the direct object. The goose’s next sentence (which is an imperative 
sentence, by the way) also uses it twice as a direct object—roll it and add 
it. E.B. White uses pronouns to help his story flow better. (You learned 
about how pronouns help the flow of a sentence or story in chapter 7 of 
WOL1A.) Without pronouns, the sentences would be choppy: What are you 
going to do with the egg? You can have the egg. Roll the egg away and add 
the egg to that nasty collection. That’s too many eggs!

Do you remember how pronouns are classified? We clas-
sify them according to how they function in a sentence. So, an 
object pronoun functions as either a direct object or an object 
of the preposition. We also classify pronouns ac-
cording to their person (first, second, or third) 
and number (singular or plural). The following 
chart will help you understand how object 
pronouns are organized:

1. E.B. White, “Summer Days,” Charlotte’s Web (New York: HarperTrophy, 1980), pp. 45–46.

Off 
the 
Shelf:

Even 
if you have 

already read E.B. 
White’s popular nov-
el Charlotte’s Web, 
you’ll enjoy reading 
it again. We can learn 
a lot from this barn-
yard society, espe-
cially from a clever, 
caring spider who 
“spins” a plot to save 
the life of a beloved 
pig. Do you remem-
ber the colorful 
character Templeton, 
the selfish barn rat? 
Read the longer pas-
sage from chapter 6 
of Charlotte’s Web in 
The Curious Child’s 
Literary Appendix or 
check out the book at 
your library.
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Object Pronouns

Singular Plural

First Person me us

Second Person you you

Third Person him, her, it them

Terms to Remember
It is very important to memorize the object pronouns and be able to 

distinguish them from the subject pronouns. By doing so, you can avoid 
the many grammatical mistakes that happen when speakers or writers 
use an object pronoun when they should use a subject pronoun and vice 
versa. Just as distinguishing an insect from a spider is a very basic and 
necessary skill in entomology (the study of insects), so is distinguishing 
the different kinds of pronouns in sentence analysis.

Pronoun (1–11)

A pronoun is a part of speech 
 used in place of a noun or nouns. 
A pronoun is a part of speech 
 used in place of a noun or nouns. 
A pronoun is a part of speech.

Subject Pronouns (1–12)

Subject pronouns are in the nominative case: 
 I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they (repeat). 
Subject pronouns are in the nominative case: 
 I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they (repeat).

Antecedents (1–13)

The antecedent is a noun, clause, or phrase  
 to which a pronoun refers. 
If the antecedent is singular,  
 then the pronoun is singular too.  
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But if the noun, clause, or phrase is plural,  
 then the pronoun must be plural too. 
The antecedent determines which pronoun is used.

Object Pronouns (1–15)

Object pronouns are in the objective case. 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them. 
Object pronouns are in the objective case. 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them.

A Sentence to Analyze
Now it’s time to include object pronouns in sentence analysis. As with 

subject pronouns, object pronouns are easy to analyze because they be-
have like nouns. You didn’t forget how to analyze sentences, did you?

With your teacher’s guidance, use the following steps to analyze the 
sentence. Speak the words in gray along with your teacher and pay close 
attention to what she is writing. When your teacher is finished, the sen-
tence will look like this:

Templeton wants it.

a. First, read the sentence aloud. “Templeton wants it.”

b.  “This is a sentence and it is declarative.”

c.  “This sentence is about Templeton. So, Templeton is the subject be-
cause it is what the sentence is about.” (Since Templeton is the sub-
ject, underline it and place a capital letter S above it.)

d.  “This sentence tells us that Templeton wants. So, wants is the predi-
cate because it is what the sentence tells us about Templeton.” (Since 
wants tells something about Templeton, double underline it and 

S PV

do

NEW!
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place a capital letter P above it.) “It is a predicate verb because it 
shows action. There is no linking verb because predicate verbs do 
not need linking verbs.” (Since wants shows action, place a capital 
letter V to the right of the letter P above the predicate.)

e.  “It tells us what Templeton wants.” (Since it tells us what Templeton 
wants, draw a circle around it.)

f.  “So, it is an objective element because it completes the meaning of 
an action verb. It is a direct object because it tells what Templeton 
wants.” (Write do in lowercase letters beneath the direct object.)

Even if you love chocolate chip cookies, raisin cookies do the trick 
when you want something sweet and need to replace the chocolate. Even 
if you really like your teacher, you probably welcome having substitutes 
sometimes. They bring variety to a school day, and they make sure you 
don’t miss anything important in the absence of your teacher. Even when 
you use a great noun, you may need to replace it with an object pronoun 
in the next sentence. Object pronouns don’t just stand in for nouns. They 
also get rid of unnecessary repetition. Sentences flow more smoothly and 
with more variety when object pronouns fill in for nouns as direct ob-
jects or objects of prepositions.

Do you remember the Clark family: Mom, Dad, Winston, Heidi, Fritz, and 
their mischievous dog, Rex? What about their cousins—Theo, Peggy, and 
Lucy—and the rest of the extended family—Aunt Gabby, Uncle Ulysses, 
Grandma, and Grandpa? In the sentences you’ll be studying throughout this 

book, you’ll continue reading about some of their adventures as a family.

Study the illustration at the beginning of this chapter. How many cookies, baked and 
unbaked, can you see? How many dozen is that? Do you think Rex should get one too?
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Object Pronouns
Introductory Lesson

Review It
Can you define the following five grammar terms from memory?

Direct objects   Pronouns

Antecedents   Subject pronouns

Object pronouns

Learn It
Do you remember what contractions are? Contractions are abbrevi-

ated words created by eliminating letters (sounds) and inserting apos-
trophes in their places. You probably also remember that in addition to 
making contractions with subject pronouns and verbs such as is, are, will, 
would, have, has, and had, we can make contractions with verbs and the 
adverb not. When you form a contraction with the adverb not, it makes 
the original meaning of a verb negative. We form the contraction by de-
leting the space between the verb and not and replacing the o in not with 
an apostrophe. The word cannot is unusual because the verb and not are 
already one word, so the apostrophe replaces one n and the o like this: 
can’t. The contraction for will not is also irregular: won’t.

On the blanks provided, write the contractions for the following 
words.

Example: is not = isn’t

1. do not               

2. does not               

3. did not               

4. cannot               
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Object Pronouns
Introductory Lesson

5. could not               

6. should not               

7. will not               

8. must not               

Analyze It
Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = 

helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

1. Uncle Ulysses will not read it tonight.

2. Earlier the little cousins read it together.
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Object Pronouns
Introductory Practice

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb;  
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. The cold winter winds blew it away.

b. The slushy sleet covered them.

c. Will Winston chase it now?

d. Suddenly Grandpa calls us back.

2. Fill in the following chart with the correct object pronouns.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Object Pronouns
Introductory Practice

3.  Remember, contractions are shortened versions of words created by taking out letters 
(sounds) and inserting apostrophes (’) in their places. On the blanks provided, write the 
contractions for the following words.

a. did not               

b. must not               

c. cannot               

d. should not               

e. do not               

f. might not               
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Learn A

Review It
As you learned in WOL1A, mastering definitions requires reviewing 

them often.

List the eight subject pronouns.

List the eight object pronouns.

Which pronouns are singular?

Which pronouns are plural?

Learn It
Listen while your teacher directs you to fill in the following object 

pronoun chart.

Example:   
 Teacher: “Please fill in the first-person plural object pronoun.” 
Students write us in the correct space on the chart.

Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to LearnA

Analyze It

1. Grandma warmly greeted her.

2. Grandpa lifted her high too.
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Practice A

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. The neighbors were watching us carefully.

b. I should have been carrying it correctly.

c. Dad showed me again.

d. Do you always haul them separately?

2. Fill in the following chart with the correct object pronouns.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to PracticeA

3.  Fill in the blanks with the two words that make up each of the following contractions. 
(Hint: There are two contractions in this list that could be split into two different sets 
of words.)

a. it’s               

b. we’re               

c. I’m               

d. he’s               

e. they’re               

f. you’re               
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Learn B

Review it
Answers the following review questions.

What is a verb?  What is a direct object?

What are the four classes of verbs? What is a transitive verb?

What is an intransitive verb? What is a helping verb?

Learn It
Pronouns behave like the nouns they represent. In the following sen-

tences, underline the noun that is behaving like a direct object and then 
rewrite the sentence with the correct object pronoun. Keep on your toes! 
Notice how the article, and sometimes the adjective, is replaced along 
with the direct object when an object pronoun is substituted.

Example: Fritz spotted some  bats .  Fritz spotted them.

1.  Aunt Gabby saw the sunset.   

 

2.  The sky displayed rosy clouds.   

 

3.  Dad brought Winston and me along.   

 

4.  Fritz spotted a meteorite.   

 

meteorite: a rock or 
pieces of rock that 
fall from an asteroid 
or comet and 
reaches the surface 
of the earth
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to LearnB

5.  Rex just watched Fritz.   

 

Analyze It
Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = 

helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

1. Unfortunately the baseball hit him yesterday.

2. The whole team discussed it together.
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Practice B

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb;  
hv = helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. The vessel should have brought us too.

b. Suddenly the sailor spotted him.

c. The whale might accidentally spray them.

d. Will you snap it quickly?

2. Fill in the following chart with the correct object pronouns.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to PracticeB

3.  Fill in the blanks with the two words that make up each of the following contractions.

a. haven’t               

b. won’t               

c. isn’t               

d. aren’t               

e. hadn’t               

f. weren’t               
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Learn C

Review It
Grammar terms are the building blocks of learning. Have you memo-

rized the answers to the following questions yet?

What is a pronoun?

What are the subject pronouns?

What are the object pronouns?

What is an antecedent? 

Learn It
As you know, contractions are two words shortened into a single word 

by taking out letters (sounds) and inserting apostrophes (’) in their places. 
When you form a contraction with the adverb not, it makes the original 
meaning of a verb negative. Fill in the blanks with the two words that 
make up each of the following contractions.

Example: isn’t = is not

1. aren’t               

2. wasn’t               

3. weren’t               

4. haven’t               

5. hadn’t               

6. hasn’t               

7. won’t               

8. wouldn’t               
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to LearnC

Analyze It
Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = 

helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

1. Did the children find him afterward?

2. Curiously Winston asked them again.
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Practice C

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. Winston quietly told me.

b. Did that naughty dog scamper off again?

c. Kindly Grandma Lola scrubbed him.

d. Unhappily Rex endured it.

2.  Fill in the following chart with the correct object pronouns.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to PracticeC

3.  Fill in the blanks with the two words that make up each of the fol-
lowing contractions.

a. didn’t               

b. shouldn’t               

c. can’t               

d. mustn’t               

e. don’t               

f. mightn’t               
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Learn—Review

Review It
How good is your memory? Let’s test it!

What is a direct object? Think of a sentence with a direct object.

What is a pronoun?   What is an antecedent?

List eight subject pronouns.  List eight object pronouns.

Learn It
Construct sentences using the following transitive verbs and object 

pronouns. Remember, a transitive verb is a verb that takes an objective 
element.

Example:   
Verb: catch 
Pronoun: him 
Sentence: Fritz will catch him.

Verbs Object 
Pronouns

catch(es) me

help(s) you

gather(s) him

knead(s) her

swat(s) it

scratch(es) us

follow(s) you

choose(s) them

Verbs Object 
Pronouns

share(s)

change(s)

write(s)

wash(es)

doubt(s)
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Learn—Review

1.    

 

2.    

 

3.    

 

4.    

 

5.    
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Practice—Review

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. Does the coach drill them regularly?

b. Coach Howard is now calling her over.

c. The grateful player regarded him respectfully.

d. Playfully the team threw it high.

2. Fill in the following chart with the correct object pronouns.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Object Pronouns
Lessons to Practice—Review

3.  Fill in the blanks with the two words that make up each of the following contrac-
tions. (Hint: There is one contraction in this list that could be split into two different 
sets of words.)

a. you’re               

b. doesn’t               

c. they’re               

d. she’s               

e. hadn’t               

f. can’t               
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Lessons to Enjoy—Fable
Object Pronouns

Sometimes the solution to a problem may not be as easy as it seems. 
In this fable, a large family of mice must solve a problem with a pesky cat. 
Read to find out how the impossible task is to be performed and by whom.

The Mice in Council
by Aesop

Something had to be done about the Cat! Hardly a day went 
by that the Mice didn’t hear of some brother or sister, aunt 
or uncle, having gotten gobbled down by the Cat. The Mice 
lived in such constant dread of her claws that they hardly 
dared to stir from their dens by night or day. Finally they 
called a meeting to decide on a plan to free themselves from 
their fearsome enemy. 
 Many plans were discussed, but none of them sounded 
good enough. At last, a very Young Mouse got up and said, 
“I have a plan that seems very simple, but I know it will be 
successful. All we have to do is to hang a bell about the Cat’s 
neck. When we hear the bell ringing, we will know immedi-
ately that our enemy is coming.” 
 All the Mice were much surprised that they had not 
thought of such a plan before. “Hurrah for the Young 
Mouse!” they shouted. 
 As they were cheering and rejoicing over their good for-
tune, an Old Mouse stood up. Shaking a finger at the gath-

ering, he said, “I will say that the plan of the Young 
Mouse is very good. But let me ask one question: 
Who will bell the Cat?”

Moral: It is one thing to say that something should be 
done, but quite a different matter to do it.1

1.  Aesop, “The Mice in Council,” in Writing & Rhetoric Book 1: Fable, by Paul Kortepeter (Camp Hill, PA: 
Classical Academic Press, 2013), p. 60.

dread: fear

fearsome: 
causing fear

bell (verb): to put a 
bell on
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Lessons to Enjoy—Fable
Object Pronouns

Questions to Ponder
1. What do the Mice want?

2. What does it mean to live in “constant dread”?

3.  How would you put in your own words what the wise old Mouse 
says at the end of the fable?

4.  What does the old Mouse’s statement have to do with the moral of 
the fable?
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2
In your house you probably have a kitchen drawer where your par-

ents keep all sorts of utensils, such as spatulas, whisks, a corkscrew, a 
rolling pin, and other interesting gadgets. Each kitchen tool has a differ-
ent job. You wouldn’t whisk eggs with a spatula, stir soup with a cork-
screw, or flip a pancake with a rolling pin. Knowing to use the right tool 
for the right job just makes sense.

Pronouns are like tools you can pull out of your grammar gadget 
drawer to help you whip up an interesting sentence. You have already 
learned what the different pronouns are—which ones are subject pro-
nouns and which ones are object pronouns—and how they stand in for 
specific nouns in a sentence. Now it is time to practice choosing the right 
pronoun tool for the right job in a sentence. For instance, when you use a 
subject pronoun, it determines whether the verb in the sentence is sin-
gular or plural. Then, another thing to consider is that placing a subject 
pronoun between the helping verb and the main verb signals that the 
sentence is interrogative. Finally, some pronouns can be used only as ob-
jects, and it’s important not to confuse them with subject pronouns.

There are many types of pronouns, just as there are many tools in a 
kitchen. In this chapter we are reviewing subject pronouns and object 
pronouns. All this may sound tricky, but you are becoming more and 
more skilled in the grammar kitchen. Let’s open our gadget drawer, re-
view the personal pronouns, and see what we can create!

Pronoun Review

Chapter
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Ideas to Understand
The first tools to take out of the drawer are the subject pronouns. 

Pronouns enable the speaker or writer to communicate meaning with-
out using the nouns over and over again. In the tale “The Beginning of 
the Armadillos” from Just So Stories, author Rudyard Kipling tells about 
a conversation between a tortoise and a small jaguar cub named Painted 
Jaguar. The tortoise, named Slow-and-Solid, is discussing with Painted 
Jaguar what the cub’s mother had told him earlier about how to eat a tor-
toise. Slow-and-Solid shrewdly relies on pronouns to trick Painted Jaguar 
into forgetting his mother’s instructions:

Well, suppose you say that I said that she said something 
quite different, I don’t see that it makes any difference; 
because if she said what you said I said she said, it’s just the 
same as if I said what she said she said.1

This passage is meant to be light and humorous. Slow-and-Solid is 
trying to confuse Painted Jaguar. Let’s replace the pronouns with their 
proper noun antecedents to test whether the tortoise got them all right:

Well, suppose Painted Jaguar says that Slow-and-Solid said 
that Mother Painted Jaguar said something quite different, 
Slow-and-Solid doesn’t see that it makes any difference; be-
cause if Mother Painted Jaguar said what Painted Jaguar said 
Slow-and-Solid said Mother Painted Jaguar said, it’s just the 
same as if Slow-and-Solid said what Mother Painted Jaguar 
said Mother Painted Jaguar said.

He did it! Such repetition of pronouns makes the text awkward and very 
confusing, but that is Kipling’s joke. Nonetheless, he cleverly and cor-
rectly uses the subject pronouns I, you, and she to replace a proper noun 
as the subject of a verb.

1.  Rudyard Kipling, “The Beginning of the Armadillos,” Just So Stories (New York: Doubleday, 1952), p. 39.

Off 
the 
Shelf:

Rudyard 
Kipling’s Just 

So Stories are called 
pourquoi stories. 
Pourquoi is the 
French word for why. 
These stories are 
fanciful tales of why 
certain animals have 
trunks or humps or 
spots or other char-
acteristics shared 
only by their own 
species (kind). “The 
Beginning of the 
Armadillos” tells the 
story of how the tur-
tle and the hedgehog 
transformed into the 
first armadillo. You 
can find a longer pas-
sage of the story in 
The Curious Child’s 
Literary Appendix. 
Do you want to read 
the whole story? 
Take it off the shelf 
and check it out at 
your library.
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Subject Pronouns 

Singular Plural

First Person I we

Second Person you you

Third Person he, she, it they

Now, back to the kitchen. The “recipe” for a correct sentence using 
pronouns demands that you choose a verb that agrees in number and in 
person with the subject pronoun. This is called subject-verb agreement. 
If the pronoun is singular, then the verb must be singular; if the pronoun 
is plural, then the verb must be plural. Depending on the person of the 
pronoun, the verb may change form too. Notice in the examples below 
how the pronouns I, you, we, and they use the same verb—say—while 
the third-person singular pronouns he, she, and it use a slightly different 
form of the verb—says.

Singular Plural

First Person I say it. We say it.

Second Person You say it. You say it.

Third Person He says it./She says 
it./It says it.

They say it.

While we are talking about subject pronouns, and comparing them to 
kitchen gadgets, do you remember that there is a special “recipe” for an 
interrogative sentence with a subject pronoun? This recipe calls for the 
subject pronoun to come between the helping verb and the main verb. This 
order signals that the sentence is a question before you even see the ques-
tion mark. Do (helping verb) you (subject pronoun) remember (main verb)?

The next set of gadgets in our grammar gadget drawer is our collec-
tion of object pronouns. After Slow-and-Solid tricks Painted Jaguar into 
releasing him into the water, Slow-and-Solid tells his prickly hedgehog 
friend what happened. Notice Kipling’s object pronouns in this passage, 
which we have put in italics:

I told him truthfully that I was a truthful Tortoise, but he 
wouldn’t believe it, and he made me jump into the river to 
see if I was, and I was, and he is surprised. Now he’s gone to 
tell his Mummy. Listen to him!
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Here Kipling chooses only object pronouns for the objects in the sen-
tences. If the recipe is to turn out right, object pronouns must be used as 
objects and subject pronouns must be used as subjects. It would be non-
sense for Kipling to have written “I told he” and “listen to he” because he 
would have chosen subject pronouns for a direct object and an object of a 
preposition.

Object Pronouns

Singular Plural

First Person me us

Second Person you you

Third Person him, her, it them

Terms to Remember
When people make mistakes in grammar, the problem is often their 

choice of pronouns. This is why it is important to review the basic tools 
of grammar.

Eight Parts of Speech (1–1)

The eight parts of speech are classes of words  
 with the same kind of meaning and use. 
They are: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,  
 prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, interjections. 
These are the eight parts of speech, 
 classes of words with the same kind of meaning and use. (Repeat.)

Sentence (1–2)

A sentence is a group of words expressing a complete thought.  
There are four kinds of sentences:  
 Declarative sentence—makes a statement.  
 Interrogative sentence—asks a question.  
 Imperative sentence—gives a command.  
 Exclamatory sentence—expresses strong feelings. 
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A sentence is a group of words expressing a complete thought. 
There are four kinds of sentences. (Repeat.)

Principal Elements (1–3)

Principal elements are the parts of the sentence 
 that are needed for the sentence to be completed. 
Subject and predicate are those two parts.

Subject Pronouns (1–12)

Subject pronouns are in the nominative case: 
 I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they (repeat). 
Subject pronouns are in the nominative case: 
 I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they (repeat).

Object Pronouns (1–15)

Object pronouns are in the objective case. 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them. 
Object pronouns are in the objective case. 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them.

A Sentence to Analyze
Remember to say the analysis aloud, with expression, while you mark 

the sentence neatly.

We saw her.
S PV

do
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a. (First, read the sentence aloud.) “We saw her.”

b. “This is a sentence and it is declarative.”

c.  “This sentence is about we. So, we is the subject because it is what 
the sentence is about.” (Since we is the subject, underline it and 
place a capital letter S above it.)

d.  “This sentence tells us that we saw. So, saw is the predicate be-
cause it is what the sentence tells us about we.” (Since saw tells us 
something about we, double underline it and place a capital letter 
P above it.) “It is a predicate verb because it shows action. There is 
no linking verb because predicate verbs do not need linking verbs.” 
(Since saw shows action, place a capital letter V to the right of the 
letter P above the predicate.)

e.  “Her tells us what we saw.” (Since her tells what we saw, draw a cir-
cle around her.) 

f.  “So, her is an objective element because it completes the meaning 
of an action verb. It is a direct object because it tells what we saw.” 
(Write do in lowercase letters beneath the direct object.)

Usually your ear naturally distinguishes between pronouns, and you 
choose correctly between subject and object pronouns and between 
singular and plural verbs. But when you start writing more complicated 
sentences, just like a chef creating more complicated recipes, you will be 

glad that you have memorized and analyzed the basic ingredients and 
that you have practiced choosing the best sentence tools.



Notes
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Pronoun Review
Introductory Lesson

Review It
What are the definitions of the following terms?

Eight parts of speech   Sentence

Principal Elements   Subject pronouns

Object pronouns

Learn It
Although subject pronouns and object pronouns are both personal 

pronouns, they have different roles in a sentence. Subject pronouns can 
replace subject nouns, while object pronouns can replace direct objects.

In the following sentences, circle the correct pronoun.

Example: Did ( we / us ) bring the picnic basket?

1. ( She / Her ) sang the songs softly.

2. The tender mother returned ( he / him ) gently.

3. Unfortunately ( they / them ) slammed the door.

4. ( He / Him ) suddenly woke up.
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Pronoun Review
Introductory Lesson

Analyze It
Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb;  

hv = helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

1. Did you want them now?

2. Carefully she carried it alone.
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Pronoun Review
Introductory Practice

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. They brought them over yesterday.

b. He usually helps her.

c. Next we were building it.

d. Will you help us later?

2.  What is a pronoun?   

 

3. In the following sentences, circle the correct pronoun.

a. The neighbors heard ( I / me ).

b. Later ( we / us ) filled wicker baskets.

c. Will ( your / you ) help afterward?

d. ( Her / She ) will cut all the tree branches.
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Pronoun Review
Introductory Practice

4.  Imagine that Heidi and Fritz are in the garage and Heidi is trying to help Fritz get his 
bike helmet adjusted to fit properly. Then write a sentence about the two of them us-
ing both a subject pronoun and an object pronoun.
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Pronoun Review
Lessons to Learn A

Review It
Can you list the eight subject pronouns from memory? Which ones 

are singular? Which ones are plural? Can you list the eight object pro-
nouns? Which ones are singular? Which ones are plural?

Learn It
1.  In the following pairs of sentences, fill in the missing pronouns. 

Each pronoun should replace the noun antecedent that is in the 
first sentence in each pair.

Example: Sunflower seeds covered the ground. The cardinals ate ________.

a.  The two sparrows flew down. We fed           .

b.  I watched a blue jay.            attacked the others.

c. The birds flew upward. Theo chased           .

d.  Lucy flapped her arms.            chased the blue 
jay away.

e.  Grandpa threw more seeds.            blanketed the 
ground.

2.  To continue the story of the sparrows and the blue jay, construct 
two sentences. Be sure to include both a subject pronoun and an 
object pronoun.

   

 

them
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Pronoun Review
Lessons to LearnA

Analyze It
Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb;  

hv = helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

1. They might not show him later.

2. Will he tell us soon?
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Lessons to Practice APronoun Review

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. Gently he carted them back.

b. We cheered her along too.

c. Have you carried it before?

d. I will not run that obstacle course again.

2.  Fill in the following chart with the correct object pronouns.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Lessons to PracticeA Pronoun Review

3. In the following sentences circle the correct pronoun.

a. Have ( you / your ) washed ( he / him ) before?

b. ( We / Us ) usually fill the washtub together.

c. ( I / Me ) can’t find the scrub brush.

d. Rex always hides ( it / its ) somewhere.

4.  Imagine that you are washing Rex with the other children, and then write a sentence 
about it using both a subject pronoun and an object pronoun.
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Lessons to Learn BPronoun Review

Review It
Reviewing is at the heart of learning. See if you can answer the follow-

ing questions.

What are the eight parts of speech?

What are the principal elements?

What is a sentence?

What are the four kinds of sentences?

Can you give an example of a declarative sentence?

Can you give an example of an interrogative sentence?

Learn It
Your teacher will direct you to fill in the blanks in the following 

charts with the correct subject and object pronouns.
Example:    

Teacher: “What should I write here?” pointing to the third-person 
plural object pronoun. 
Student 1 says “them.” While your teacher writes them in the correct 
place on the board, you should fill in that space in your book. 

Subject Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Lessons to LearnB Pronoun Review

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         

Analyze It
Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb;  

hv = helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

1. Soon we should be returning him.

2. Will you recount them again?
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Lessons to Practice BPronoun Review

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. I did not ask them earlier.

b. Quietly they whispered together.

c. Did we want her along anyway?

d. She should have stayed behind.

2. Fill in the following chart with the correct subject pronouns.

Subject Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Lessons to PracticeB Pronoun Review

3. In the following sentences, circle the correct pronoun.

a. Are ( your / you ) going tomorrow?

b. ( Her / She ) left earlier today.

c. ( I / Me ) will play soccer afterwards.

d. Later the coach called ( we / us ) together.

4.  Imagine that you’re part of the soccer team and the coach called you over. Then, write 
a sentence using both a subject pronoun and an object pronoun.
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Lessons to Learn CPronoun Review

Review It
Have you memorized the answers to the following questions yet? 

What is a pronoun? What are the subject pronouns? What are the object 
pronouns? What is an antecedent?

Learn It
1.  The following chart organizes subject pronouns and object pro-

nouns in a different way than you’re used to seeing. This chart 
includes gender, which refers to whether the pronoun replaces 
a male, female, or neuter antecedent. Something that is neuter is 
neither male nor female. See if you can fill in the missing pronouns 
in the chart.

Number Person Gender Subject 
Pronoun

Object Pronoun

Singular first male/female ______________ ______________

second male/female ______________ ______________

third male ______________ ______________

female ______________ ______________

neuter ______________ ______________

Plural first male/female ______________ ______________

second male/female ______________ ______________

third male/female/
neuter ______________ ______________
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Lessons to LearnC Pronoun Review

2.  Imagine Heidi in art class holding a paintbrush and working on 
the clay pot she made. Then, write a sentence about it, being sure to 
include both a subject pronoun and an object pronoun.

   

 

Analyze It
Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb;  

hv = helping verb; adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

1. Must we always wear them?

2. I did not wear it yesterday.
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Lessons to Practice CPronoun Review

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object). 

a. Will you help her now?

b. She carelessly colored them.

c. They should not criticize her!

d. We painted them over again.

2.  What is a pronoun?
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Lessons to PracticeC Pronoun Review

3. In the following sentences, circle the correct pronoun

a. ( I / He ) shoots the basketball well.

b. ( They / Them ) cheer loudly together.

c. ( You / He ) usually sit alone.

d. ( We / She ) carefully watches the game.

4.  Imagine Winston shooting baskets with the basketball team, and then write an inter-
rogative sentence about it using both a subject pronoun and an object pronoun.
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Lessons to Learn—Review
Pronoun Review

Review It
Answer the following review questions.

What are the eight parts of speech? What is a sentence?

What is a declarative sentence? What is an interrogative sentence?

What is an imperative sentence? What is an exclamatory sentence?

What are the eight subject pronouns?

What are the eight object pronouns?

Learn It
Construct three sentences using the pronouns and transitive verbs 

listed in the following chart. Make sure that each sentence has a subject, 
verb, and direct object. You may also add more words, such as helping 
verbs or adverbs, to your sentences. Tell a mini story by making the top-
ics of your sentences related. For an extra challenge, make one sentence 
declarative, one interrogative, and one exclamatory.

Example: I (subject pronoun), remove (verb), it (object pronoun). 
Sentence: May I remove it now?

Subject 
Pronouns

Verbs Object 
Pronouns

I remove me

you shake you 

he command him

she recount her

it fry it

we respect us

Subject 
Pronouns

Verbs Object 
Pronouns

you draw you

they fill them

answer

choose

write
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Lessons to Learn—Review
Pronoun Review

1.    

 

2.    

 

3.    
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Lessons to Practice—Review
Pronoun Review

1.  Analyze the following sentences (S = subject; PV = predicate verb; hv = helping verb; 
adv = adverb; adj = adjective; do = direct object).

a. He roughly put it down.

b. We should have cared too.

c. Could you put them safely away?

d. Yesterday I accidentally broke them.

2. Fill in the following chart with the correct object pronouns.

Object Pronouns
Singular Plural

First Person                         

Second Person                         

Third Person                         
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Lessons to Practice—Review
Pronoun Review

3. In the following sentences, circle the correct pronoun.

a. Did ( us / we ) read that same book last summer?

b. Peggy whispers ( he / it ) softly.

c. ( Her / She ) had a reason.

d. Will ( they / them ) read ( us / it ) together again?

4.  Imagine that you are with Peggy in class and you are reading the same book. Write a 
sentence about it using both a subject pronoun and an object pronoun.
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Lessons to Enjoy—Poem
Pronoun Review

Some poems use silly words, and some poems use unusual ones. This 
poem, “Calico Pie,” is a nonsense poem; it really doesn’t make sense, but 
it’s clever. Edward Lear, the British author, penned many such nonsensi-
cal poems that were whimsical (playful) and imaginative. Calico is a type 
of spotted cat or cotton cloth with a pattern printed on it. Do you think 
this poem is about a cat?

Calico Pie
by Edward Lear (1812–1888)

 Calico Pie, 
 The little Birds fly 
Down to the calico tree, 
 Their wings were blue, 
 And they sang, “Tilly-loo!” 
 Till away they flew— 
And they never came back to me! 
 They never came back! 
 They never came back! 
They never came back to me!

 Calico Jam, 
 The little Fish swam 
Over the syllabub sea, 
 He took off his hat, 
 To the Sole and the Sprat, 
 And the Willeby-wat— 
But he never came back to me! 
 He never came back! 
 He never came back! 
He never came back to me!

syllabub: a drink made with milk or cream 
mixed and sweetened with cider or wine
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Lessons to Enjoy—Poem
Pronoun Review

 Calico Ban, 
 The little Mice ran, 
To be ready in time for tea, 
 Flippity flup, 
 They drank it all up, 
 And danced in the cup— 
But they never came back to me! 
 They never came back! 
 They never came back! 
They never came back to me!

 Calico Drum, 
 The Grasshoppers come, 
The Butterfly, Beetle, and Bee, 
 Over the ground, 
 Around and around, 
 With a hop and a bound— 
But they never came back to me! 
 They never came back! 
 They never came back!1 

Questions to Ponder
1. What kinds of animals never return?

2. What are “the Sole and the Sprat”?

3. What do you think a “Willeby-wat” is?

4. What are the pronouns in the poem?

1.  Edward Lear, “Calico Pie,” The Golden Treasury of Poetry, ed. Louis Untermeyer (New York: Golden 
Books Publishing, 1998), p. 211.

bound: jump forward
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A
Adjective: An adjective is a part of speech. It is used to describe or 
define the meaning of a noun or pronoun (see also noun, pronoun). 
It answers the questions how many, whose, which one, or what kind. 
It modifies a noun or pronoun.

1A 5

Adjective Element: A word (or a group of words) that modifies 
nouns or pronouns.

1A 5

Adjectival Prepositional Phrase: A group of words that includes 
a preposition followed by a noun or pronoun (see object of 
the preposition), and any words that modify the object of the 
preposition. The entire phrase is an adjective and modifies nouns 
or pronouns, answering the questions how many, whose, which 
one, or what kind. (This concept is covered in WOL Level 2.)

1B 3

Adverb: An adverb is a part of speech. It modifies a verb, an 
adjective, (or) adverb. It answers the questions how, when, or 
where. An adverb is a part of speech.

1A 4

Adverbial Element: A word (or a group of words) that modifies 
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

1A 4

Adverbial Prepositional Phrase: A group of words that includes 
a preposition followed by a noun or pronoun (see object of 
the preposition), and any words that modify the object of the 
preposition. The entire phrase is an adverb usually modifying a 
verb, answering the questions when, where, or how.

1B 3
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Antecedent: The antecedent is a noun, clause, or phrase to which 
a pronoun refers. If the antecedent is singular, then the pronoun 
is singular too. But if the noun, clause, or phrase is plural, then the 
pronoun must be plural too. The antecedent determines which 
pronoun is used.

1A 7

Antonym: An antonyms is a word that has the opposite meaning 
of another word. For example, night and day are antonyms.

1B 6

Auxiliary Verb: See helping verb. 1A 3

C
Clause: A clause is a group of words containing a subject and a 
predicate.

1A 4

Common Noun: A noun that names any person, place, thing or 
idea. See also noun; proper noun.

1B 3

Compound Direct Object: Two or more direct objects that are 
joined with a conjunction and that together function as a single 
direct object for a transitive verb.

1B 7

Compound Subject: Two or more subjects that are joined with a 
conjunction and that together function as a single subject in the 
sentence.

1B 5

Compound Verb: Two or more verbs that are joined with a 
conjunction and that together function as a single verb for a 
single subject.

1B 6

Conjunction: A part of speech that joins words, phrases, or 
clauses. Conjunctions indicate the relationship between the 
elements that they join.

1A/1B 1/5

Consonant: A letter of the alphabet that represents a constricted 
speech sound. The indefinite article “a” is used before words 
beginning with consonants (b, c, d, f, g, h, j, k, l, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, w, 
x, y, and z).

1A 5
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Contraction: A shortened form of two words that uses an 
apostrophe in place of the letters and spaces left out. WOL Level 
1 focuses on contractions with subject pronouns and verbs, such 
as I’m for I am or they’ve for they have, and on contractions with 
verbs and the adverb not, such as didn’t for did not.

1A 8

D
Declarative Sentence: One of the four kinds of sentences. It 
makes a statement and ends with a period.

1A 1

Definite Article: The adjective the. It identifies a particular noun 
and is placed before nouns or adjectives.

1A 5

Direct Object: A direct object is an objective element that tells 
what the subject is acting on. It is a noun or pronoun after a 
transitive verb. It answers the question what or whom after the 
verb and is labeled do.

1A 6

E
Eight Parts of Speech: The eight parts of speech are classes of 
words with the same kind of meaning and use. They are nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, 
and interjections.

1A 1

Exclamatory Sentence: One of the four kinds of sentences. It 
expresses strong feeling and ends with an exclamation point.

1A 1

F
First Person: A grammatical category of pronouns used by the 
speaker to refer to himself or herself (i.e., the subject pronouns I 
or we and the object pronouns me or us). See also person.

1A 7

Fragment: A group of words that is not a complete sentence 
because it lacks a subject, a predicate, or both.

1B 4
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G
Gender: A grammatical category or classification into which 
nouns and pronouns can be sorted—namely male, female, or 
neuter. For example: a king is masculine (he is a male); a queen 
is feminine (she is a female); and a throne is neuter (it is neither 
masculine nor feminine). See also neuter.

1B 2

H
Helping Verb: Helps another verb express its meaning. It is placed 
alongside a transitive, linking, or intransitive verb to form a verb 
phrase. Both words work together as one action. The helping verbs 
are am, is, are, was, were, be, being, been, have, has, had, do, did, does, 
may, might, must, should, would, could, shall, will, can.

1A 3

Homonym: A homonyms is a word that sounds the same but has 
a different meaning and sometimes spelling. For example, bark 
meaning the sound a dog makes and bark meaning the outer 
covering of a tree are homonyms. 

1B 6

I
Imperative Sentence: One of the four kinds of sentences. It gives a 
command and ends with a period or exclamation point.

1A 1

Implied Subject: A subject that does not appear in the sentence 
but is indirectly expressed or suggested. See also subject.

1A 1

Indefinite Article: The adjective a or an. It is placed before non-
specific nouns and identifies them as being singular; a is used 
before nouns or adjectives beginning with a consonant, and an is 
used before nouns or adjectives beginning with a vowel sound.

1A 5

Interjection: A part of speech that is a word or short phrase that 
expresses strong emotion. It is inserted into a sentence or stands 
alone.

1A 1

Interrogative Sentence: One of the four kinds of sentences. It asks 
a question and ends with a question mark.

1A 1
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Intransitive Verb: A verb that does not take an objective element 
or join the subject to the predicate.

1A 6

Introductory Prepositional Phrase: An adverbial prepositional 
phrase that is located at the beginning of a sentence and modifies 
the verb.

1B 4

L
Linking Verb: A verb that joins the subject to the predicate. In 
other words, it is the glue that joins the subject either to a noun 
that renames the subject or to an adjective that describes the 
subject. Linking verbs express a state of being.

1A 3

M
Modifier: A word (or a group of words) that modifies or changes 
the meaning of word. Adjectives modify nouns and pronouns; 
adverbs usually modify verbs, but adverbs also can modify 
adjectives and other adverbs.

1A 4

N
Neuter: The gender of a pronoun that is neither male nor female. 
The pronoun it is neuter, and sometimes the pronouns they and 
them can be neuter.

1B 2

Nominative Case: The grammatical term indicating that a noun 
or pronoun is the subject in a sentence or a clause rather than its 
object. Also known as the subjective case.

1A 7

Noun: A noun is a part of speech. It names a person, place, or 
thing. A noun names a quality or an idea. A noun may be singular 
or plural.

1A 2

Number: A property of a noun or pronoun that tells how many. 
Singular in number means only one, and plural in number means 
more than one.

1A 3
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O
Object of the Preposition: The noun or pronoun after the 
preposition. It is joined by the preposition to another word in the 
sentence in a modifying relationship.

1B 1

Object Pronoun: A personal pronoun that is used as a direct object 
or the object of the preposition (i.e., me, us, you, him, her, it, them).

1A 7

Objective Element: A word or group of words that completes the 
meaning of the action verb. See also direct object. An objective 
element can also include indirect objects or the objects of 
prepositions.

1A 6

Order of Analysis: The order in which sentences are analyzed: 
phrases, clauses, principal elements, and modifiers.

1B 3

Ordinal Adjective: A word that denotes what place an object is in 
an order, such as first, second, third, or fourth.

1A 5

P
Person: A property of a noun or pronoun that distinguishes 
among speaker, addressee, and others. There are three persons: 
first person (the one speaking), second person (the one being 
spoken to); and third person (the one being spoken about).

1A 7

Personal Pronoun: A pronoun that primarily takes the place 
of names of persons, hence personal pronoun. However, it can 
replace things too. See also pronoun, object pronoun, subject 
pronoun.

1A 7

Phrase: A group of words behaving like one part of speech. A 
phrase does not contain a subject and a predicate.

1A 3

Plural: A grammatical category for nouns, pronouns, and verbs 
that refer to more than one thing.

1A 3

Predicate: One of the principal elements in a sentence. It tells 
something about the subject like what it is doing or being.

1A 2

Predicate Verb: An action verb showing what the subject does. 1A 3
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Preposition: A preposition is a part of speech used to show the 
relationship between certain words in a sentence. It is a word 
that joins its object, which is the noun or pronoun that follows 
it, to another word in a sentence, which can be a noun, pronoun, 
verb, adverb, or adjective. WOL Level 1 focuses on prepositions 
that connect a noun or pronoun to a verb, showing a relationship 
of location (where), time (when), or manner (how). Some of the 
most common prepositions are aboard, about, above, across, after, 
against, along, among, around, before, behind, below, beneath, beside, 
between, beyond, at, by, down, during, except, for, from, inside, in, into, 
near, of, off, on, out, outside, over, past, since, through, throughout, to, 
toward, under, up, until, upon, with, within, without, underneath.

1B 3

Prepositional Phrase: A group of words including a preposition, 
an object of the preposition, and any words that modify that 
object. All these words together behave as a single part of speech, 
either an adverb or an adjective.

1B 3

Principal Clause: A group of words containing a subject and a 
predicate and able to stand independently as a sentence.

1A 4

Principal Elements: Principal elements are the parts of the 
sentence that are needed for the sentence to be completed. Subject 
and predicate are those parts.

1A 2

Pronoun: A pronoun is a part of speech used in place of a noun or 
of more than one noun. A pronoun is a part of speech.

1A 7

Proper noun: A noun that refers to a particular person, place, 
thing, or idea. It begins with a capital letter. See also common 
noun; noun.

1B 3

S
Second Person: A grammatical category for pronouns used by the 
speaker to refer to the person being spoken to (i.e., you as either a 
singular or plural subject pronoun or a singular or plural object 
pronoun). See also person.

1A 7
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Sentence: A sentence is a group of words expressing a complete 
thought. There are four kinds of them: Declarative Sentence – 
Makes a statement. Interrogative Sentence – Asks a question. 
Imperative Sentence – Gives a command. Exclamatory Sentence – 
Expresses strong feeling.

1A 1

Simple Predicate: The verb or verb phrase in a sentence. 1A 3

Singular: A grammatical category for nouns, pronouns, and verbs 
that refer to only one thing.

1A 3

Stanza: A group of lines in a poem. 1A 3

Subject: One of the principal elements in a sentence. It is a noun 
or pronoun and is what the sentence is about.

1A 1

Subject Pronoun: A personal pronoun that is used as the subject 
in a sentence (i.e., I, we, you, he, she, it, they).

1A 7

Subject-Verb Agreement: A correct sentence structure in which 
the subject and verb agree in person (first, second, or third person) 
and number (singular or plural).

1B 2

Subordinate element: A word (or a group of words) that change 
or limit the meaning of the principal elements. Also known as a 
modifier.

1A 4

Synonym: A synonyms is a word that means almost the 
same thing as another word. For example, happy and glad are 
synonyms.

1B 6

Syntax: Word order. It is the way in which words are combined to 
form phrases, clauses, or sentences.

1A 2

T
Tense: A form of a verb that is used to show time or when an 
action occurs, as in past, present, and future.

1A 3

Third Person: A grammatical category for pronouns used by the 
speaker to refer to anyone or anything being spoken about that is 
not the speaker or the one addressed (i.e., the subject pronouns he, 
she, it, or they and the object pronouns him, her, or them). See also 
person.

1A 7
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Transitive Verb: A verb that takes an objective element (i.e., a 
direct object). It transitions from the subject to the direct object.

1A 6

V
Verb: A part of speech that shows action or a state of being. 1A 3

Verb Phrase: A helping verb together with either an action verb or 
a linking verb.

1A 3

Vowel: A letter of the alphabet that represents a voiced speech 
sound. The indefinite article “an” is used before words beginning 
with vowels: a, e, i, o, u.

1A 5
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Eight Parts of Speech (1–1)

The eight parts of speech are classes of words  
 with the same kind of meaning and use. 
They are: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,  
 prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, interjections. 
These are the eight parts of speech, 
 classes of words with the same kind of meaning and use. (Repeat.)

Sentence (1–2)

A sentence is a group of words expressing a complete thought.  
There are four kinds of sentences:  
 Declarative sentence—makes a statement.  
 Interrogative sentence—asks a question.  
 Imperative sentence—gives a command.  
 Exclamatory sentence—expresses strong feelings. 
A sentence is a group of words expressing a complete thought. 
There are four kinds of sentences. (Repeat.)

Principal Elements (1–3)

Principal elements are the parts of the sentence 
 that are needed for the sentence to be completed. 
Subject and predicate are those two parts.

Subject and Predicate (1–4)

A subject, a subject is a noun or a pronoun  
 and is what the sentence is about (clap, clap). 
A predicate, a predicate tells us something about the subject  
 like what it is doing or being (clap, clap).

Song Lyrics

From the 
Sideline: We 
recommend that 
you familiarize 
yourself with the 
songs and chants 
in the book 
before teaching 
them to your 
students.  
 When you see 
(Repeat.) at the 
end of a song, 
it means that 
all of the song 
lyrics are sung 
through once and 
then repeated. If 
(repeat) appears 
at the end of one 
or more lines 
in the song it 
means that those 
specific lines are 
repeated. For 
songs that have 
the notation 
(echo), at the end 
of a line, you may 
want to split your 
class into two 
groups and have 
one group echo 
the other group 
as they sing the 
song. 
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Noun (1–5)

A noun is a part of speech. 
It names a person, place, or thing. 
A noun names a quality or an idea. 
A noun is a part of speech. 
It names a person, place, or thing. 
A noun may be singular (clap) or plural (clap clap clap). (Repeat.)

Verb and Helping Verb (1–6)

A verb is a part of speech. (echo) 
A verb shows action or a state of being. (echo) 
A verb is a part of speech. (echo) 
A verb shows action or a state of being. (echo) 
A helping verb helps another verb to express its meaning. 
A helping verb stands near the verb. 
It is called an auxiliary. 
Am, is, are, was, were, be, being, been, has, have, had, do, does,  
 did, may, might, must, should, could, would, shall, will, and can. 
A helping verb stands near the verb and is called an auxiliary. 
A helping verb stands near the verb. It is called an auxiliary.

Adverb (1–7)

An adverb is a part of speech. 
It modifies a verb or another adverb. 
It can also modify an adjective 
 and answers three questions: how? when? or where? 
It answers three questions: how? when? or where?

Adjective (1–8)

An adjective is a part of speech 
 used to describe or define 
 the meaning of a noun or pronoun. 
It answers the questions: 
 How many? (echo) 
 Whose? (echo) 
 Which one? (echo) 
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 or What kind? (echo) 
It modifies a noun or pronoun. 
It modifies a noun or pronoun.

Direct Object (1–9)

d-o, d-o 
A direct object is an objective element 
 that tells what the subject is acting on. 
d-o, d-o 
It’s a noun or pronoun after a transitive verb. 
d-o, d-o 
It answers the question what or whom after the verb 
 and is labeled do.

Four Classes of Verbs (1–10)

These are the four classes of verbs: 
The four classes of verbs are transitive verbs, linking verbs,  
 intransitive verbs, and helping verbs. 
These are the four classes of verbs. 
A transitive verb takes an objective element. 
A linking verb joins a subject to a predicate. 
An intransitive verb does not take an objective element  
 or join a subject to a predicate. 
A helping verb helps another verb express its meaning. 
A helping verb helps another verb express its meaning. 
These are the four classes of verbs. 
These are the four classes of verbs.

Pronoun (1–11)

A pronoun is a part of speech 
 used in place of a noun or nouns. 
A pronoun is a part of speech 
 used in place of a noun or nouns. 
A pronoun is a part of speech.
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Subject Pronouns (1–12)

Subject pronouns are in the nominative case: 
 I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they (repeat). 
Subject pronouns are in the nominative case: 
 I, you, he, she, it, we, you, they (repeat).

Antecedent (1–13)

The antecedent is a noun, clause, or phrase  
 to which a pronoun refers. 
If the antecedent is singular,  
 then the pronoun is singular too.  
But if the noun, clause, or phrase is plural,  
 then the pronoun must be plural too. 
The antecedent determines which pronoun is used.

Fable (1–14)

A fable (echo) 
 is a moral tale. 
A fable (echo) 
 is not a fairy tale. 
A fable is short, direct, and clear. 
Animals are characters sneaky or sincere. 
Teaching lessons not to be deceived, 
 fables warn us not to be naive.

Object Pronouns (1–15)

Object pronouns are in the objective case. 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them. 
Object pronouns are in the objective case. 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them 
 Me, you, him, her, it, us, you, them.
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Preposition (1–16)

A preposition (a preposition) 
 is a part of speech (is a part of speech) 
 used to show the relationship 
 between certain words in a sentence (in a sentence). (Repeat.)

List of Prepositions (1–17)

Aboard, about, above, across, after, against, along, among, around 
 Preposition Words 
Before, behind, below, beneath, beside, between, beyond, at, by 
 Preposition Words 
Down, during, except, for, from, inside, in, into, near 
 Preposition Words 
Of, off, on, out, outside, over, past, since, through 
 Preposition Words 
Throughout, to, toward, 
Under, up, until, 
Upon, with, within, 
Without, underneath 
 Preposition Words 
 Preposition Words 
 Preposition Words!

Phrase (1–18)

A phrase is a group of words 
 behaving like one part of speech 
 not containing a subject or a predicate. (Repeat.)

Object of the Preposition (1–19)

The object of the preposition 
The object of the preposition 
 is the noun or pronoun 
 after the preposition. (Repeat.)
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Conjunction (1–20)

A conjunction is a part of speech. 
It joins elements of the same rank or name. 
When two or more words are joined this way, 
 they’re called compounds. (Repeat.)

Synonyms, Antonyms, and Homonyms (1–21)

Synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms 
Synonyms are words that mean almost the same thing. 
Antonyms are words that have the opposite meaning. 
Homonyms are words that sound the same, but have different meaning and 
 sometimes spelling—words that sound the same, but do not mean the 
 same thing. 
Synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms 
Synonyms: little and small 
Antonyms: short and tall 
Homonyms: threw the ball, walk through the mall 
Synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms 
Synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms.



The title of this series was inspired by a passage in a small book by Josef Pieper titled 
Abuse of Language—Abuse of Power. In the book, Pieper writes,

[T]he well-ordered human existence, including especially its social dimension, 
is essentially based on the well-ordered language employed. A well-ordered 
language here does not primarily mean its formal perfection, even though I 
agree . . . that every correctly placed comma is decisive. No, a language is well 
ordered when its words express reality with as little omission as possible.1

Language is the means by which we make sense of reality. It is the medium by which we 
perceive truth. Therefore, a well-ordered language—one that best represents reality with as little 
distortion as possible—would provide the best access to truth. Language education, then, should 
be focused on developing as complete and accurate an understanding of language as possible.

While the pursuit of truth through language involves careful thinking (logic) and elo-
quent expression (rhetoric), the youngest students must first acquire a solid foundation in 
the structure and function of the language itself (grammar). Mirroring the well-ordered 
nature of language, effective educators employ an approach to language instruction that is 
itself well-ordered, structured, and disciplined. Critics of a well-organized and disciplined 
approach often confuse its form with the disposition of those who employ it. The disciplined 
approach to language study can be employed through intimidation and aggression, but it 
can just as easily be administered with love and compassion. The disciplined approach—
often mischaracterized as “drill-and-kill”—actually respects the humanity of the student 
because it acknowledges that children learn differently than mature adults do.

For children to feast upon the rich cuisine of that which is good, true, and beautiful, they 
should first be shown how to taste, savor, and digest what they encounter. Without proper 
instruction that will cultivate their taste, students may turn from the “feast” in disgust, 
reject further sustenance, and perhaps never return. By acquiring a well-ordered language, 
students will also acquire that taste for language that will lead them to the great feast that 
awaits. To impart this taste is to avoid one of the greatest errors of modern educational 
theory, which is the assumption that children can learn without first acquiring those tools 
of learning that we call the language arts.

1. Josef Pieper, Abuse of Language—Abuse of Power (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1992), p. 36.

About the Title
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• Professions steeped in Latin vocabulary: Law, medicine, science, music, art, philosophy, and 
theology derive many of their terms and phrases from Latin.

• Romance languages: Spanish, French, Italian, Portuguese, and Romanian are all forms of Latin.
• Educational virtues: Th e study of Latin requires concentration, analysis, and puzzle solving that 

develop a student as a student. It also helps gifted students to slow down and attend!
• English vocabulary: 50% of all English words and 90% of all polysyllabic words come from Latin.
• English grammar: Latin grammar is ideal for shedding light on the way all languages work.
• Writing/reading: An increased vocabulary and understanding of grammar enable students to write 

and read with greater ease and clarity.
• Pleasure: Deciphering the “secret code” of Latin and reading great authors in their own tongue is a 

pleasure that can last a lifetime!

Dorothy Sayers points out that when you study Latin, you are doing advanced study in 
several subjects simultaneously. Th e following are some of those other subjects studied in 

and through Latin as well as some of the benefi ts of studying Latin:

Why study Latin?

Designed, revised, and continually sharpened since 
2001, the award-winning Latin for Children curriculum 
continues to be a strong, inviting, and creative 
program designed to introduce upper-grammar-
school students to Latin.



“Classical Academic Press has successfully created a truly classical writing 
program for the modern student.”  —Sarah Mackenzie, Read-Aloud Revival 

“� is has been our most successful writing program ever!”
 —Elissa, home educator

Free samples available at ClassicalAcademicPress.com

“My students love these books. � e stories are wonderful and engaging and we have had 
so much fun with it. � ey are making great progress and have moved from 
dreading their writing assignments to eagerly anticipating them each week.” 

—Teren, Cottage School Director



Scholé Academy instructors are experienced Socratic teachers 
and masters of their discipline. � ey foster deep engagement to 
cultivate learning that lasts. As a result, student work is rigorous 
without being frenetic, monotonous, or worrisome. Join us as 
we apply the concept of scholé—restful learning, contemplation, 
conversation, and re� ection—to each of our live, online courses.

Latin • Logic • Writing • Rhetoric • and More!

Find delight in classical learning . . .
live, online. 

ScholeAcademy.com




